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In previous work, an order theoretic model for cluster analysis has been developed, and flat 
cluster methods characterized in terms of ttzir compatibility with respect to the set of 
residuated mappings on the non-negative reals. This suggests the possibility of clascifying 
cluster methods according to their compatibility properties with respect o residuated mappings. 
Such a program is herewith initiated. Semiflat cluster methods are defined and characterized by 
their compatibility with respect to those residuated mappings 8 for which 6’(O) = 0. It is also 
shown how these methods fit ir*o an earlier graph theoretic model for cluster analysis that was 
developed by Jardine and Sibson. 
In [l] we introduced a model for cluster analysis - a model that involves 
partially ordered sets. Our characterizzticn Gf fl%t L-cluster methods [l, 
Theorems 6.2 and 7.41 suggests that it might be profitable to classify L-cluster 
methods according to their compatibility with respect to certain residu;ted 
mappings on the underlying join semilattice L in which all dissimilarities are 
measured. In this paper, we shall Starr s xh a project. In that the basic notation 
and terminology will fi’ollow that of [l], w 4x11 not specifically reintroduce it 
here. However, in the interest 0) readability, we slzall take the time to mention 
that P denotes a finite set of objects to be classified (with ]PI = p > 2), PP denotes 
the set of 2 element subsets of P, 2 the Boolean algebra of all subsets of Pp, and 
L a fixed join semilattice win 0 such that ]L)>2. An L-cluster methot is a 
mapping F : U(P) + K(P), where U(P) denotes the set of all mappings 
d : PP + L. These play the roll2 of dissimilarity coefficients on P (see [2, p. 771). 
Alternately, an L-cluster metlod may be viewed as a mapping I? Res+ QL, 2) --, 
Res+ \L, 2). Here Res+ (I,, C) denotes the set of residual mappings of E into 2. 
Finally, for d E IX(P), Td E Res” (L, Z) is defined t)y the requirement that for 
each It E I,, 
(‘ITklj(h) = {{a, 15): d(u, h)s II). 
We are now ready to introduce the corcepx of a senliflat L-cluster method. 
This amounts to the assertion that CE Res+ (C, M) should imply that ~ccopc E 
Pes+ (L, IV). The first semiflat cluster problem ww takes the following form: 
Find necessary and suficier~t cmdtions for a giv ?n family of mappings of M into N 
to be L-se&flat. 
In connection with this problem, we obsex~ t: that for x3 C(O), the value of 
ect on whether yccO) 0C is aesid LEG. In order to avoid t 
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feature, we agree to restrict irur atti?ntion to families (y,,JmeM having the property 
that for xs m, y,(x)= y,,,(m). We then have 
llamma 2eL Let (y#?JrneM be an L-semiflat family. Ther,: 
(1) ym(lM) = lN for all m E M. 
(2) y&m) = lN for ali m E M 
0) m G m’ in M implies y,,,(m) G y&d) in N. 
pnrof. (1) Choose CE Res’(L, M) SO that C(0) = m. There must then exist h,, h, E L 
with C(h,)= lna, and (r,oC)(hJ = lw Setting h = h,v hZ: we have 
‘ym(lid = r,(C(hN = (ym 0C)(h) = lix 
(2) By (l), ~~~(1.~) = 1,, and by hypothesis, Y&X) = ~~~(1~) = IN for X~J: lm 
(3) Let m < m’ in M, and choose elements h, k E L so that 0 < h < k. As iI1 the 
proof of [1, Lemma 6.11, WC may find CE Res+ (L, M) so that C(0) = m 2ild 
C(h) = m’. Then 
as desired. 
In view of the above lemma, we agree to call a family &JrnEM of mappings of 
M into N potentially L-semiflat in case: 
(1) y&) = r,(m) for a!! x8 r ; 
(2) y&J = lN for all m E M; 
(3) y&m) = lN for all m E M; 
(4 r,(m)s y,,,(m’) if m G m’ in M. 
The content of Lemma 2.1 is that every L-semiflat family is potentially L-semiflat. 
As in the case of L-flat mappings [ 1, Theorem 6.21, the exact nature of L-semiflat 
families of mappings depends on the structure of L. We proceed with the 
analogue of [l, Lemma 6.11, and divide the results up into a pair of lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2. Let (ymJmcN be an L-semijlat family of mappings of M into N. Then: 
(1) If L has height greater than 3, then each ‘y,, is isctr>ize. 
(2) Suppose L is not a chain. Then s A E = m in M implies that _r,( m) is the nzeeE 
r’n N of ~Yfn(S), Ym (01. 
(3) Assume L has u nonzercl element h, such that {k E L : k 3 h,,} is not a chain. 
Then each ym is a meet homomorphism. 
Prook (1) Let s < t in M. If PTZ%S, then V,,,(S)= ~,(I*E)s ym(t), and if t = IM, we 
may apply Lemma 2.1 to deduce thaa Y,,,(S) s ym( t). This leaves US wit 
loi;h& m;Ef~ < t<&+ Using the fact that E has height greater than 3, we choose a 
chain 0 < h < k <: II* of elements of L, and define C : 1. -+ ha by the rule 
Noting that C G Res’(L, M), it is now clear that 
(2) Since L is no c a chain, we may choose h, k E L that are not comparable; 
furthermore, we may as well assume that IV, t are not compiirablc. As in the proof 
of [1, Lemma 6.1(S)], we now choose CE Res’ (L, M) so that 
Proceeding as in the proof of [I, Lernrna 6.1(S)], the reader can now verify that 
r,(m) is the meet in N of {r,(s), r,(t)}. 
(3) Let s, f E M, and assume that Y r( t exists. We must show that for arbitrary 
m EM, Y,(SA t) is the meet in IV of {r,(sj, y,Jf)}. If mSs or mG t, then 
Y& (s h t) = r,(m) = y&) A y,(t), and there is nothing to prove. Thus we may as 
well assume that m G s A t. If s A t = M, the desired result follows from (2), so we 
ever. assume that m < s A k By our assumption on L, we may now choose k, k E L 
so that 0 < h, (: h, 0 <: h,< k, and k, k are not comparable. Then L has a chain of 
the form Och,ch<hvk, SO by (lj, each y,,, is isotone. For that rxson, we 
asstlme that s, f are not comparable. At this point, we have m < s A t< s and 
m<sr\t<t. We now define C:L+&& C*:M+L by the rules 
yahvk, 
y~h,y*k, 
yWy*h, 
~W,,Ph,y~k 
ys h,; 
‘U’e leave to the reader the routine verifica+ rsn that CT* is residuated with c its 
~~ciat~:c! residual mapping. Since c“(O) =z W, ve know that ym 0 CE KS+ (L, I\!>. 
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An argument similar to that given in 11, Lemma &l(5)] will now show that 
~,,,(sA t) is effective as the meet in Iv of {ynr(s), y,,,(f)). 
Let (YdrnEM be a potentially L-semiflat family of mappings on M into N. It will 
turn out to be useful to say that y,,, is a wok meet homomorphism in case 
s A t = m in hd implies that y,(m) is the meet in N of {y,,,(s), r,(t)). With this in 
mind, we now state. 
Lemma 2.3. Let (~m),_~~ be a potentially L-semif?at family of mappings of M into 
IV. Eech of the followkg conditions is suficient for (ym)msM to be L-semiflat: 
(1) L is a 3 elemeK t shain. 
(2) L is a chain with more than 3 vlemcnts, M is fil lite, 2nd each y,,, is isotone. 
(3) L is no! a chain, but L does have height 3; furtlvrmore, each y,,, is a weak meet 
homomorphism. 
(4) L is not a chain, L has height greater than 3, and for each nonzero element 
h E L, (k E L : k 3 h) is a chain; furthermore, M is finite, alld Each y,,, is an isotone 
weak homomorphism. 
Proof. (1) Let L = (0, h, 1). Choose CE Res+ (L, M), and srt r = C(O), s = C(h). 
Consider a typical n E N. If n$ ~Js), then (r,oC)(k)> n @ k = I; i: ,“c s y,(s), but 
nS y,(r), then ( yC)(k)a n H k a h; if I; s y,(r), then (y&)(k)> ;q for all k E L. 
Hence ‘yr 0 (7 E Res+ (L, IV). 
(2) The proof proceeds in a manner similar to that of [ 1, Lemma 6. I rd)]. 
(3) Let CE Res+ (L, M) with r = C(0). For a given n E IV, we consider 
{kE L :(‘YroC)(k)a n]. Since L must have a largest element 1, this set is 
nonempty; indeed, (bloc) = J+&,) -= lN > n. If 1 is its only member, then 
(ypC)(k)bne k = 1. If there is a unique y (0 < y < i) in the set, then (yr 2 C) 
(k)a n @ k 2 y. If 0 is in the set, then y,(r) = (y,“C)(3) 2 :I shows that ( y,"C)( k) 2 
n for every k E L. The only other possibility is for yr, y2 to be in the set with 
0 C y1 c 1, 0 < y, < 1. By our assumption on the height of L. this forces y1 A y2 = 0, 
and since C is residual, we have r = C(0) = C(y, A p) = C(yl)n Uy,). Hence 
y,(r) = (Yr°C)(Y1)A(Y~OC)(Y2)- > n sbws that 0 is in the ;et. Thus in all cases, we 
can find an element y E L such that (~~0 C)(k) % n CJ .? 3 y. But this says that 
y,oC~ Res+ (L. N). 
(4) Let CE Resf (L, M) with C(0) = r. For n E N, we consider 
{m cz M: y,(m)* n} and let m,, . . . , m, be the minimal elements of this set. Then 
choose k . . , k,, 1~ L so that C(k) -3 m, ($ k 3 k,. Suppcx k,, k, are not car-lpara- 
ble in L. Then k, A kj = 0, and 
We kdxe that ~~0 C E Res+ (L, IV’). 
At .this paint, we pause to considler some conditions on a family G = ( *ym)mEM of 
mappings of M into IV: 
(Gl) G is p%ntialiy L-sem@U. 
(G2) G is a .poterstia~ly L-se? oiflc;t family of &sotone mappings. 
(G3) G is a pofentiqZly 1 -set ‘40 fa@Zy of weak meet homomotphisnzs. 
(G4) G is a potentially L-sern,:&.. ,fi mPnily of isotone weak meet homomoq~hisms. 
(G5) G is .T gs?~ n&l!y L-sen ifiat fa mi:y of meet hom&norphisms. 
Evidently, (G5) 3 (64) 9 (( in) 2 
3(G2) 3 
(G 1). 
We shah call the pair (MO, Nj a &h pair of partially ordered sets if the above 
conditions are all distinct. Thoug.h we shall jfot attempt a characterization of rich 
pairs oE partiahy ordered sets, we do mention that if MY, N are partially ordered 
set% wil;h 1, then the foll6wing conditions will guarantee that (MY N) be a rich pair: 
(Rl) M has a pair of noncompambk ,rlements having a comnaon lower bound. 
(R2) M has Q sub-pmtialty ordered set p+?hose Hasse diagram appears in Fig. 1. 
By this we mean that it. q indicated meets actually occur in M. 
We now have the analogue of [ 1, Theorein 6.21. 
Themem %. Let M, IV be partially ordered sets with 1, neither of which is a chain. 
Assume furtherthat the pair (M, N) is rich, and that G = (T,,,),,,~~ denotes a family 
of nmppings of M, into IV. Then (la) e (1 b). If M is finite, the implications 
(2;s) e (2b), (3a) e (3b), and (4a) e (4b) also hoZd, ~rrri f M, N are finite lattices, 
(5a) M (5b). 
(la) L is a 3 element chain. 
(lb) G is L-semiflat ijf it is potentia!ly E-semiflat. 
s t 
y/ 
/ 
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m 
m 
0 
Fig. 1. 
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(221) L is G chain with more than 3 members. 
(2b) G is L-semifiat ijJ it is a potentially L-semiflat family of isotone mappings. 
(3a) L has height 3, but is not a chain. 
(3b) G is L-semiflat ifi it is a poteEtlally L-semifiat family of weak meet 
homomorphisms. 
(4a) L has height greater than 3, L is not a chain, and for each h >5, 
(k E L : k 2 h} is a chain. 
[4b) G is L-semiflat ifl it is a potentiallv L-semiflat family of isotone wer,k meet M 
homomorphisms. 
(Sa) L has a nonzero element h such that (k E L : k 2 h) is not a chain. 
(5b) G is L-semifiat ifl it is a potentially L-semiflat family of residual mappings. 
Roof. (la) 3 (lb) By Lemma 2.3( 1) every potentially L-semiflat family G is 
L-semiflat. The converse is the confelt of Lemma 2.1. 
(lb) 3 (la) Choose G so that some T,,., is not isotone, and so some yr is not a 
weak meet homomorphism. By Lemma 2.2(2), L must be a chain, and by Lemma 
2.2(l), it must be a 3 element chain. 
(2a) 3 (2b) By Lemma 2.2(l), every L-semiflat family is a potentially L- 
semiflat family of isotone mappings. The converse followrs from Lemma 2.3(2). 
(2b) => (2a) Choose G to be an L-semiflat family so that each yrn is isotone, but 
SO that some ‘yr is not a weak meet homomorphism. By Lemma 2.2(2), L must be 
a chain, and by (la) c4 (lb), L must have more than 3 members. 
(3a) $ (3b) Lemmas 2.2(2) and 2.3(3). 
(3b) 3 (3a) Take G to be an L-semiflat family of weak meet homomorphisms 
such that some ‘ym is not isotone. By Lemma 2.2(l), L must have height 3, and by 
(la) H (lb), it cannot be a chain. 
(4a) =) (4b) Lemmas 2.2(l), 2.2(2), and 2.3(4). 
(4b) 3 (4a) By (la) H (lb) and (2a) H (2b), L cannot be a chain, and by 
(3a)e(3b), L must have height greater than 3. Choose G to be an I,-semiflat 
family of isotone weak meet homomorphisms such that some “y,,* is not a meet 
homomorphism. By Lemma 2.2(3), for each h > 0, (k E L : k 3 h} is a chain. 
(Sa) + (Sb) In view of the fact that M, N are assumed to be finite lattices, a 
mapping y : M+ Al is residual iff it is a meet homorphism 2nd maps lM ir?ts iN. 
In view of this, Lemma 2.2(3) says that every L-semiflat family is a family of 
residual mappings. The converse follows from the fact that the composition 
of residual mappings is residual. 
(5b) =$ (5a) This follows from the equivalences we have already established. 
It is time to apply all of this back in the context in which it originated. we 
therefore return to the study of L-cluster methods. We take Y to be a finite set, 
ani M = N = 2, the Boolean algebra of all subsets of PP, the set of 2 element 
j&sets of P. In order to be certain that (2, Z) be rich, we require that p have at 
least 3 members. Then 2 satisfies both ( 1 ! ancl {R2), 50 thu sequircments of the 
above theorem are all satisfied, and we have all of the equivalences that it asserts. 
km~ 3.L Etwy remiffat mapping F: Res (M, E) -+ Res (IV, L) is t?-compatible 
fix all 8 E Res (L) such tlwt 8’(O) = 0. 
Proof. WC= simply note that C(0) = (C@‘)(0), so that F(Co e’) = y~~~)o(Co tie.-) =
d%<O, 0 (~)O~+=(j+~+, 
Before we can proceed, we shall need some additiona examples of resjduated 
mappings on L. These are provided by the following lemma, whose routine proof 
is omitted. 
mm8 3.2. Let O-= h < hl, O< k < hl in L. Define 8 : L 3 L by 
T(y) q - 
Y =o, 
O<ysh, 
ysh. 
Then 6 E i&s (Sj with 8’ given by 
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Assume now that F: Res (M, L) + Res (N, k) has the property that: 
(I) Illi L does not have a largest element, then F is e-compatible for ill1 
* 49 E Res (L) that are &teasing in that 0th) a h. for all h c 1,. 
(11) If L does have a largest element, then F is 8-compatible for all 8 E Res (L) 
such that V(0) = 0. 
Our goal is to show that F is semiflat. The proof will be broken up into a series 
of’ lemmas. For ease of reference, we shall divide the proof of each of the next 
three lemmas into two cases. In Case I, we shall assume that E does not have a 
largest element, and in Case II, that it does. When E does have a largest element 
1, it will prove *Aseful to know that for each h E L, the mapping $, : L 4 L defined 
by q,(O) = 0, I +,(k)= h(k# 0) is residuated with ai given by o:(k) = l(k 3 h), 
&(k)=O(k& ;I). We define 6 &U+L, by &&z)=O for Al m~A4, and 
6, : IV+ L in a similar fashion. We are now ready to proceled. 
Proof. Cuse I. Since L does not have a largest element, we may find a chain of 
the form 0 < h . k < hl. By Lemma 3.2, there is an increasing residuated mapping 
6 on L such that d(h) = k. 
Cuse 11. Here we choose k so that k > 0 and k # h. The mapping ak has the 
property that it is residuated, a:(Q) = 0, and q‘(h) = k. 
In either case, we may find 6 E Res (L) such that F is $-compatible, and such 
that 8(h) # h. But F(&,) = F(b6,) = @F(&,J forces h = 8(h), a coniaadiction. 
Lemma 3.4. Let h, k > 0 in L, and C, D E Res+ (L, M). Then. 
(1) If the range of C* is (0, h}, the range of F(C”) is (0) or (0, h}. 
(2) If the runge of C” is (0, h), the range of D* is (0, k], and if C(O) = D(O), 
then @C)(O) = @D)(O). 
Roof. (1) Case 1. We choose hl so that h, > h v(FC*)(l,), and note thbi h < h,. If 
6 is defined by 
1 
0, y =o, 
6(y)= h O<ysh, 
yvhl, ysz-h. 
then by Lemma 3.2 (with h -= k), 6 E Res(.L). Evitiently S is increasing, and the fljct 
that C* = 8oC* shows that F(C*) = 6 +(C*). Since (HZ’*&) < hl, it follows that 
the range of F(C*) is (0) or (0, Cl). 
Case II. The mapping q, has the property that c* = cy&?, SO F(C”) = 
ahoF( In that the range of CE~ is (0, h), this shows the raqe of FCC*) tc! be 
If hs k, we.,choose hl > h v k,, and apply the above argument to the pair h, h v k , 
Roof. Assume first that h = k. If k, > kl, we deGne S by 
Then 8 E Res[L ), S is irxreasing, , and D = S * C; hence FD = $‘C)* S+, SO 
@@{II) = [@‘C)c #?P](~z) = (Fe)(h). For the general situation, the abqve argu- 
ment is applied to the pair h,, h, v k, and to the pair kl, h, v k,. 
We now consider the siiuation where h f k. By what has just transpired, we 
may assume that !zl. = k,. 
Case 1. If h < k, we define 6 as in Lemma 3.2, alId note that D* = 60 C”, 
F(k)= h. Hence ,m=(&)*S’, and (F7)(k)=[(FC)oS’](k)=(FC)(h). In gen- 
eral, this aqument is applied to the pair h, h v k and to the pair k, h v k, with h1 
chosen so ihat h1 > h v k. 
Case II. As in Case I, we may assume that h1 = k,, and use Lemma 3.2 to 
define S so that S E Res (IL), S’(O) = 0, S(h) = k, and 8’(k) = h. We t’nen proceed 
as in Case I. 
Lemma 3.6. Let &Res+ (L, M). If C(h) = PM, then (&Y)(h)== lN. 
Proof. If h is the largest element of L, the assertio:\ is clear. If not. there is an 
hl > h; indeed, hl may be chosen so that h, B h ;rnd hl. S-(&)&J. We now define 
6 hY 
0, 
{ 
y =O, 
6(y)= /J, O<ysh, 
yvh,, yghl. 
‘Then S E Res (L), 8 is increasing, and the range of D” = 8 oC* is (0, h}. By 
Lemma 3.4, the range of F(P*) is (0) or (0, h). Hence @D)(h) = lN. Since 
S’(h) = h, it follows that @C)(h) = [(~C’)*S+](h) z: (i%)(h) = lN. 
At this point we are ready to define our mappings (ym)mrM of M into N. We 
begin by defining Y&J-) = lN for all r E M. Suppose nl E: M and m f lM For h > 0, 
dwose C E Res+ (L, a/r) so t the range of c (0, h) and so th Q)= V?I. 
?!I+. 7 define r,(m) = (6;;c> and note that i emma 3.4, this ition is 
dent of the choice ol h[ For m < Y < Ix,, we take 0~ h c hl in E, and 
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choose CE Res+ (L, M) so that the range of C* is (0, h: h,}, C(O) = wt, ::nd 
C(h) = r. We theq let y,,,(r) = (k)(h), and n&e that by Lemma 3.5, this definition 
is independent of the choice of h and hI. Finally, ym is extended to ali of M be 
defining ym(lM)= IN, and y,,,(rj= y,(n2) if rYm. 
Lemma 3.7. For C E Res+ (L, Mj, F(C) = ycco, 3 C. 
Proof. First of all, since F&) = ON, we have for all h E L that [F@&)](h) = 
6&(h)= lN = (yIM&&h), so the result is true for C = 6L. We now choose CE 
Res” (I,, M) and assume that C# @I,. L(et m = C(O) and for a given h > 0, 
r= C(h). We now set hl = C*(l,j v (FC*)(l& and consider the foliowing cases: 
Case 1. r = lM Then PY Lemma 3.6 1 FC)(rt) = lN = T,,,(T). 
Case 2. r = m. We claim that (FC; h) = @C)(O). For if this were not true, we 
could find an n E N such that (FC*)( n) = h, with 0 < h, G h. If 6 is now defined as 
in .he proof of Lemma 3.6, we have S E Res (L) and S i;; increasing, so F is 
S ct?mpatible. Since C(h) = C(O), we know that C*(X) s Jz e x < C(h) = C(O) e 
C*(X) L- 0. In that C*(l,) G hI, it is immediste that the range of 80 C* is (0, II,}. 
By Lemma 3.4, the range of F(So C*) is .Z: or (0, h,}. The fact that F(6 c C*) - 
S oF( C*) now shows that 
[F(SoC*)](n) = [iG(FC*)](n) = 6(h,) = h, 
a contradiction since 0 < h < h,. Thus (k)(h) = (I%)(O) = yrr, (r). 
Case 3. m<r<l,. Then with 6 defined as in Case 2, the range of 60 C* is 
(0. h, III}, m = C(0) = (Co8’)(0), and r = C(h) = (Co S’)(h‘i. By definition of yM, 
we now have 
Combining the preceding results, we are now able to state 
Theorem 3.8. Let M, N be partially ordered sets with 1, each of which has more 
than 1 member. For a mapping F : R.es (M, L) ---, Res (IV, L), (1) H (2) 3 (3). If L 
does not have a largest element, then also (3) 3 (1). 
(1) F is semifiat. 
(2) F is O-compatible for all 8 E Res (L) s~cch that 0 ’ (0) = 0. 
(3) F is O-compatible for all increasing 8 E Res (L). 
To return to the context in which *the original problem arose, we lake P to be a 
finite set having at least 3 members, and ihen set A4 = N = C. By reasoning Gmilar 
to that which preceded [ 1, Theorem 7.51, we now have the following sqlution to 
the second semiflat cluster problem. 
(3) E;’ $eo;eSs@& a~@@&KJS3. ’ 
(4) F sat&es Y’S4 &for each ‘S E Z, the restrictian of ‘ys up [S, PP] is inaqeasing. 
(5) F satisfies JS5 WI S1 G Sz implies lk6 ‘ysl. 
Supp&e now that F is a &ster rnet&$ in &iodell JS, and’ that F satisfies JS3 
and JS5. Our go&l is to show that’ k is s&id!iat if and only if it satisfi,es JS3’. 
Before proceeding with tbS, we shall nez&~ma~additionaI tetiinoiogy, a; well as 
some pieciinary reiults. A &VU&I set-i; a par&&y ordered set D in whij:h every 
finite subs& has an upper bound. Ln a partially ordered set X, the notation x, r x 
is taken to mean that tht: family (x~) is indexed over some directed set 13, that 
8 G 8’ in D implies xs G x,, in X, and that x = vsxs in X. Recalling that C(P) is 
equipped with the pointwise ohrtial order, we ii&ye 
Lemma 4.1. rf ds t d in C(P), then I$&) r F(d). 
I%& If the range of ti is {0}, there is nothing to prove, so we may assume that d 
ha.s a nonzero member of its range. Let k be the smallest such nonzero member. 
Choose e so that 0 c E < k. Since ds r d; we cm and an index is’ such that 
dfa, b)- d,(a, b) c E for all a, b E P and all 8 MY. Note that (1 -(&))d ~d,#, and 
use JSS to establish that fl(l-(&/k))d]+F(&). By JS3, R(l-(&/k))d]= 
(1 -(E/k))%& so we have il-(&~k))F(d)4F(&,~).But d6cd imples F(d,)s 
F(d), so &I$&+ F(d). We may now write 
(f -{.~fk))F(d)sF(d&s VsF(ds)~FbO- 
Letting E -3 0, this shows that F(d) = VsF(ds). 
We a& you now to carefully examine the proofs of Lemmas 3.3-3.7. When L 
is a chin thd does not have a largest element I% in Modei JS), what is needed 
for the proofs to work is that F be &compatible for 8 of the form 
59 
where 
order 
where 
For 
Then 
OC h G k < hl. Given such a 8 E Res (R+),* we wish to produce a family ot 
automorphisms <e,> of IQ+ such that 0,, I’ 0. We shall consider the case 
0 < h < k < hl, and leave the case where ct = k to the reader. 
OCy4, let ty =(l-y)h,u,=h+(l-y)(h,-h) and u,=k+y(h,-k). 
0<5,<h<y,<hl, and O<yk<k<u,<h,. Let tI,, be the order au.. 
tomorphism of I&’ determir;ed by the requirement that it be linear on [0, t,], 
[h, hl, I%, u,l, [u,, hI3, and Ih,, 9 with e,(C) = 0, &(ty> = yk, 8,(h) = k, $(u,> = v,, 
and Oy(x)= x for x 3 h,. The graph of a typical eY appears in Fig. 2. Evidently 
y s 2 imples ey - C 6,-, and just as evidently, 0,, t 6. 
Lemma 4.2. If F satisfies JS3’, then F is &compatible for all 8 of the form 
x= 0, 
O<xsh, 
h<xs hl, 
x ’ hl, 
where O< h G k < hl in R’. 
Proof. Given such a 8, we have just seen that there is a family (0,) of order 
P* omorphisms of R’ such that eY t 8’. By JS3’, F(8,d) = 8,F(d) for all d E C(P). 
‘Here R’ denotes the set of nonnegatwe red numbers equipped with the usual order. 
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